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 Early History 

Texas history started around 1821. Mexico was a colony of Spain. What is now a large chunk of the 
southwestern United States belonged to Spain. In 1821, Mexico declared its independence from Spain. 

North of the Rio Grande (Spanish for the “Big River”) was the colony of Texas. After Mexico declared its 
independence, it encouraged others to move to Texas by offering large land grants. Many United States 
citizens came. In the mid-1830s, General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna came to power in Mexico.  

Similar to what King George of England did about 60 years earlier, Santa Anna violated the terms of the 
Mexican constitution. One group that was particularly negatively affected was the Texians (the name then 
of Mexican subjects and others living in Texas). Santa Anna fancied himself a great military leader and 
called himself the “Napoleon of the West.”  

In 1835, a group of Texians confiscated a cannon in Gonzales. When the Mexican government demanded 
return of the cannon, the Texians put up a flag inviting the Mexicans to “Come and Take It.” Before long, 
the cry for Texas independence was heard.  

In early 1836, Santa Anna got word that a small band of Texians had turned the old Spanish mission in 
the heart of modern day San Antonio into a military garrison. He decided that was his chance to take care 
of those pesky Texians. He headed for the old mission, which was named the Alamo. A lot of Texas pride 
comes from the Alamo. 

Participants who fought for Texas came from many states. Tennessee had the most, but almost every state 
in the United States at the time had at least one person. The largest group by far was the group of Mexican 
descent who lived in Texas and fought against the lawless regime of Santa Anna.  

The Alamo had living quarters and a fenced in area. The Texians turned it into a military type fort. 

Col. William B. Travis was in charge of the troops at the Alamo. Gen. Sam Houston had ordered Travis to 
preserve the small band (about 150) of troops under his command. Houston knew that Texas would not 
gain its independence without a fight. Texas was desperately short on troops, and Houston knew that all 
of them would be needed.  

Col. Travis was something of a hot head. He disobeyed the orders from Houston. When the Mexican 
army arrived outside of the Alamo on Feb. 23, Col. Travis and his small group dug in for a fight.  

Gen. Santa Anna sent an officer to tell Travis to surrender. Travis is rumored to have “answered with a 
shell, and a rousing rebel yell.” What seems clear is that Travis refused to surrender and fired a cannon in 
the general direction of the Mexican army which had completely surrounded the place.  


